ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this work is to extend the sequence spaces which are defined in [KARAKAYA, V. 
Introduction
In studies on the sequence spaces, there are some basic approaches which are determination of topologies, matrix mapping and inclusions of sequence spaces (see [18] ). These methods are applied to study the matrix domain λ A of an infinite matrix A defined by λ A = {x = (x k ) ∈ w : Ax ∈ λ}. Especially, the Euler transformations and the difference operators which are special cases for the matrix A have been studied extensively via the methods mentioned above.
In the literature, some new sequence spaces are defined by using the Euler transformation and the difference operator or by combining both of them. For example, in [11] , the difference sequence spaces are first defined by Kızmaz. Further, the authors including Ahmad and Mursaleen [1] , Ç olak and Et [8] , Başar and Altay [6] , and the others have defined and studied new sequence spaces by
Preliminaries and notations
By w, we denote the set of all sequences x = (x k ). Any subspace of w is called a sequence space. We shall write ∞ , c, c 0 for the spaces of all bounded, convergent and null sequences, respectively. Also by bs, cs and 1 , we denote the spaces of all bounded, convergent and absolutely convergent series, respectively.
A linear topological space X over the real field R is said to be a paranormed space if there is a subadditive function h : X → R such that h(θ) = 0, h(x) = h(−x) and scalar multiplication is continuous, i.e., |α n − α| → 0 and h(x n − x) → 0 imply h(α n x n − αx) → 0 for all α in R and all x in X, where θ is the zero vector in linear space X.
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that (p k ) be a bounded sequence over positive real numbers with sup p k = H and M = max (1, H). The linear spaces ∞ (p), c(p), c 0 (p) were defined by Maddox [12] , (see also Simons [19] ) as follows:
In the sequel of this work, we will need inequalities (see, [13] ).
where
Let λ, µ be any two sequence spaces and A = (a nk ) be any infinite matrix of real numbers a nk , where n, k ∈ N with N = {0, 1, 2, . . . }. Then we say that A defines a matrix mapping from λ into µ by writing A : λ → µ, if for every sequence x = (x k ) ∈ λ, the sequence Ax = ((Ax) n ), the A-transform of x, is in µ, where
By (λ, µ), we denote the class of all matrices A such that A : λ → µ. Thus, A ∈ (λ, µ) if and only if the series on the right hand side of (2.3) converges for each n ∈ N and every x ∈ λ, and we have Ax = ((Ax) n∈N ) ∈ µ for all x ∈ λ. A sequence x is said to be A-summable to a if Ax converges to a which is called as the A-limit of x. The Euler means of order r is defined by the matrix E r = e r nk , (see, [17] )
where 0 < r < 1. The difference operator of order m is defined by the matrix ∆ m = (∆ m nk ), (see [7] We define the following new sequence spaces
It is trivial that the sequence spaces e We should note that the new sequence spaces which are defined above can be expressed by
where E r ∆ m denotes the composition ∆ m with E r . Let us define the sequence
Throughout this work, we will use
The following theorem gives inclusion relations among the spaces e 
We consider (2.1) and the following inequality
It is easy to show that (3.2) tends to zero as n → ∞. 
P r o o f. We shall give the proof for only the space e r 0 (∆ m , p). The others can be proved similarly.
The linearity of e r 0 (∆ m , p) with respect to the coordinatewise addition and scalar multiplication follows from the inequality (2.2). Because for any λ ∈ R, we have |λ|
Let (x j ) be any sequence of the points of the space e r 0 (∆ m , p) such that h x j − x → 0 and (λ j ) also be any sequence of scalars such that λ j → λ. Then since the inequality h(x) ≤ h x j − x + h(x j ) holds and h is subadditive, the sequence h(x j ) j∈N is bounded and we have
The last expression tends to zero as j → ∞, that is, the scalar multiplication is continuous. Hence h is a paranorm on the space e 
By using the definition of h, for each fixed k ∈ N, we obtain that
for every i, j ≥ N 0 (ε) which leads us to the fact that
. . is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers for every fixed k ∈ N. Since R is complete,
for every n 0 (ε) ∈ N and for each fixedi ∈ N. Therefore taking a fixed i ≥ N 0 (ε), we obtain by (3.5) that , p) and for all α ∈ R, T (αx + z) = αT x + T z, the transformation T is linear. Further, it is obvious that x = θ whenever T x = θ and T is injective.
Lety ∈ c 0 (p) and define the sequencex = (x k ) by
Then, from (3.6), we have
Thus, we obtain that x ∈ e r 0 (∆ m , p). Therefore, it is obtained that T is surjective.
Hence since T is linear bijection, the spaces e 
where 
∈ c 0 (p) where e (k) is the sequence whose only non-zero term is a 1 in k th place for each k ∈ N. Let x ∈ c 0 (p) be given. For every non-negative integer s, we put
Then, by applying (E r ∆ m ) to (3.10) with (3.7), we get that
and for i, s ∈ N. Let us define the matrix D whose rows are the product of the rows of the matrix (E r ∆ m ) −1 and the sequence a = (a n ). By (3.1), we derive that
where D = (d nk ) defined by (4.7). Therefore it is easy to see from Lemma 4.2. with q n = 1 that ax = (a n x n ) ∈ cs whenever x ∈ e r 0 (∆ m , p) if and only if Dy ∈ c whenever y ∈ c 0 (p). This shows that
. By the same way, we can show that ax = (a n x n ) ∈ bs whenever x ∈ e 
and (E r ∆ m ) −1 is the inverse of products of the matrices ∆ m and E r .
We now record our basic theorem for this section. 
